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Nasia Grier had been through a lot in her young years but meeting Devon Murda Waters was supposed to
change that. Yet instead of being her light he was the dark past in rare form. Nasia deals with his abuse and
aggression for the sake of their three children and surrenders for her safety. When Murda gets jammed up
Nasia meets the real reason he never gave her his all in the form of Kimora Waters, his wife. After being put
out of their home and sent back to the slums Nasia isn’t done with the drama from her past. When she loses
the biggest part of her she has to lean on the shoulder of her best friend of years Keyshia in hopes she could
hold her down. Keyshia does that plus more until Kahleel and TuQuise show up and show out. Keyshia tries
to be there for Nasia but has fallen for TuQuise and for once takes that chance. Kahleel Cruz Williams was the
plug everybody wanted to be but hated to see. He didn’t want to be in the game but played it so well. When he
is finally handed the keys to the drug empire he is caught between that and building the airline he had always
dreamed about. Meeting Nasia brings out the beast in him but also the man and he promises to get out the
game for her. When word gets out that Murda is out and wants his family back Cruz has to go back to his old
ways to show niggas that aint nothing changed. All he wanted was his first lady and to live like the president,
but the Hood might have other plans.

